Second Annual DFW Metroplex Linguistics Conference

Mahler Building Room 5/7, GIAL, 7500 W. Camp Wisdom Road, Dallas TX 75236
November 6, 2010

Registration is free, but please contact janet_allen@gial.edu by Thursday November 4th to reserve your place and lunch.

Schedule

8:30 a.m.  Registration      Coffee and Pastries
8:55 a.m.  Welcome      Dr. David Ross, GIAL

First Session  Dr. Brenda Boerger, GIAL, chair

9:00 a.m.  Jeffrey D. Witzel, UT Arlington
            *The processing of forward and backward anaphora: Evidence from event-related potentials (ERPs)*

9:30 a.m.  Shin Ja Hwang, GIAL
            *Functional Differences in Discourse between Head-Initial and Head-Final Languages*

10:00 a.m.  John R. Ross, UNT
            *Particularly: the Preposition Liberation Front*

10:30 a.m.  15-minute Snack Break

Second Session  Dr. Shobhana Chelliah, UNT, chair

10:45 a.m.  Sarah Moeller, GIAL
            *Preliminary Analysis of Crimean Tatar Written Discourse*

11:15 a.m.  Nicholas Lester, UNT
            *No Complements, Please: A corpus based approach to Come/Get to-INF constructions in English*
11:45 a.m. Laurel Stvan, UT Arlington
*Catching Your Death of Cold: The Influence of Lexical Conflation on Beliefs about Causation*

12:15-1:30 p.m. Lunch provided in Mahler Welcome area

**Third Session Dr. Michael Boutin, GIAL, chair**

1:30 p.m. Willem de Reuse, UNT
*What we can learn from the history of descriptive linguistic fieldwork*

2:00 p.m. Karen Ashley, GIAL
*Lexical Aspect and Sa'a Verb Morphology*

2:30 p.m. Joshua Jensen, UT Arlington
*Pseudocleft questions and wh-movement in Jarai*

3:00 p.m. Joyce Wood, GIAL
*Benefitting from the Urim Applicative*

3:30 p.m. 15-minute Snack Break

**Fourth Session Dr. Colleen M. Fitzgerald, UT Arlington, chair**

3:45 p.m. Kheerani Jhowry, UNT
*Does the provision of an intensive and highly focused indirect corrective feedback lead to accuracy?*

4:15 p.m. María Teresa Martínez García, UNT
*A corpus-linguistic approach to infinitival and gerundial complementation in Spanish ESL writing*

4:45 p.m. Steve Parker, GIAL
*How many constraints are there? A preliminary inventory of OT phonological constraints*

Approximately 5:45—Pay your own way group dinner.